As an extended exploration of process enhancing strategies, nine modified hollow fiber modules with various turbulence promoters were designed and modeled using a two dimensional computational fluid dynamic (CFD) heat-transfer model to investigate their potential in improving heat transfer and module performance for a shell-side feed direct contact membrane distillation (DCMD) system.
Introduction
As a promising technology for desalination, membrane distillation (MD) has many attractive features such as high salt rejection, modest operating temperature (50-60ºC), low hydrostatic pressure drop and relatively low equipment cost. MD is a thermally-driven process, in which a hydrophobic membrane serves as a barrier to separate the hot feed and cold permeate. In this combined mass-and heat-transfer process, water molecules in the hot stream first evaporate at the mouth of membrane pores, then the vapor flows through the membrane matrix until condensation takes places on the cool permeate surface (in the direct contact MD mode). As a result, high-purity water is produced. Despite many attractive characteristics of the MD process and intense lab-scale studies on MD systems, MD has not been widely implemented in industry [1, 2] . The major challenges impeding its applications include the following:
developing appropriate MD membranes to prevent membrane pore wetting, enhancing the permeation flux; reducing the energy consumption, and mitigating flow maldistribution and/or poor hydrodynamics and severe temperature polarization (TP) that compromises module performance [3, 4] .
In recent years, intensive research has been done to develop better MD membranes, among which only a few highly permeable membranes with large MD coefficients are available [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . In addition to the development of new membrane materials, many researchers have also investigated strategies to improve the MD process such as optimizing operation parameters [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] and designing novel modules [19] [20] [21] to alleviate the TP phenomenon and enhance permeation flux. However, to date, most of the investigations of MD module design have focused on flat sheet membrane modules [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . On the other hand hollow fiber-based membrane modules have great potential for industrial applications due to their versatility, more compact structure and reduced vulnerability to TP effects [3] . It is well-recognized that by incorporating proper flow alteration aids (e.g. channel design, flow channel spacers or baffles) in flat sheet modules to create secondary flows or eddies, the MD flux can be enhanced and TP phenomenon can be mitigated [12-14, 26, 27] . However, efforts are still needed for configuration designs and hydrodynamic improvements in hollow fiber MD processes [1, 15, 16, [28] [29] [30] [31] .
In addition to experimental research, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modeling has been gradually adopted and has proved to be a useful tool in analyzing fluid dynamic behavior in membrane modules [32, 33] . With the benefits of flow-field visualization (including velocity, pressure, temperature and concentration profiles) at any locations in a defined flow channel, CFD modeling can be used to correlate the fundamental mass-and heat-transfer performance with the hydrodynamic behavior and as a result provide guidance for scale-up and industrial applications. Nevertheless, due to the complex coupling of mass and/or heat transfer across bulk fluids and the membrane matrix, prior CFD models of membrane separation processes have adopted simplified methods [32] . For instance, in a membrane-based ventilator system [34, 35] , the mass and heat transfer through a membrane and two fluids was treated as a conjugate problem by ignoring phase changes. In a study of an MD system [36] , the feed, permeate and membrane were incorporated into the simulation to obtain velocity and temperature fields, but the concentration transport and latent heat induced by evaporation were ignored. Another CFD study of MD flat sheet membrane module design suggested that spacer orientations should have great impact on the heat and mass transfer [37] . However, the heat-transfer model developed in this study was over-simplified being based on non-porous and rigid shell and tube heat exchangers, which are not coupled with the mass transfer and phase changes. Moreover, these prior simulation studies only focused on mass-and/or heattransfer improvement by designing better flow channels or incorporating spacers for both non-MD and MD flat sheet or spiral wound membrane modules [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] . Thus far, CFD analysis for process modeling in hollow fiber MD modules has been limited to our previous work [33, 42] .
A recent review of the development of CFD modeling stated that most MD researchers tended to simplify the transmembrane transfer models by ignoring the permeate flow and focusing on the bulk feed flow [32] . Nevertheless, our recent CFD study has proposed an improved heattransfer model, which couples the latent heat to the energy conservation equation and combines it with the Navier-Stokes equations, to address the transport correlation between the fluids (feed and permeate) and the membrane in a single fiber MD module [33] . Using the same heat-transfer model, a series of numerical simulations were conducted to analyze the effectiveness of different process enhancement strategies by identifying the controlling local resistances in mass-and hear-transfer processes under laminar flow [42] . It was found that hydrodynamic means showed a significant effect on improving the heat transfer in a hollow fiber module system when the heat-transfer controlling resistance is in the liquid boundary layers, i.e., where highly permeable membranes (with high C values) or high operating temperatures were employed.
As an extension of the previous study, the present work focuses on a MD system, in which the liquid-boundary layers play dominant roles in determining the overall heat-transfer resistance, to investigate the potential of incorporating different turbulence promoters into the shell-side flow to enhance hydrodynamic conditions. This analysis has been motivated by our experimental observations on hollow fiber MD [31] . To simulate the effect of turbulence promoters on enhancing process performance, a series of single fiber MD modules with 
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Geometric structures and modeling methods in CFD
Two dimensional double precision models were developed using the commercial software Table 1 .
With the geometric structures built, the simulation process was conducted using Fluent, and incorporated a coupled heat-transfer model combining the latent heat involved in evaporation/condensation on the membrane surfaces in the MD process but ignored the influence of the normal mass flow across the membrane matrix. This is because the MD mass flux has a negligible contribution to either the feed or permeate bulk flow when compared to the operating feed flow rate in a single fiber module [33] . Detailed governing transport equations and boundary conditions in the CFD simulation can be found in our previous work [33] . A brief summary of the mathematical models, related boundary conditions and modeling algorithms is given in Table 2 . In this study, a laminar model is used to simulate the unaltered module operated under laminar operating conditions (Re<2000); and a realizable k-ε method is applied to the unaltered module under turbulent conditions (Re>2000) or the modified configurations with insertions.
Computational domain and grid scheme
In the geometric structures created in Gambit for the current study, quad elements were adopted for all modules except the configuration with round spacers, whose feed chamber is scaled by triangular meshes due to the irregular domain. In the r direction, a grid scale of 5×10 -6 m was chosen for the bulk permeate (lumen), the membrane and bulk feed (shell); while in the x direction, a grid scale of 1×10 -4 m was employed. An example of the quad grid configuration was given in our previous work [33] . Smooth membrane surfaces were assumed in the wall boundary conditions due to its much smaller scale than that of a mesh element.
Analysis of MD heat-transfer process
With the geometric structures of membrane modules and heat-transfer models built for CFD simulations, the MD related definitions and equations are required for data post-processing.
Having a comprehensive heat-transfer analysis provided in our prior study [42] , a brief summary of key heat-transfer equations is given in Table 3 .
Generally, the MD heat transport is described in three steps: i) heat is transferred through the boundary layer on the feed side; ii) heat is carried by vapor which transports through the membrane matrix; iii) heat transports through the boundary layer of the permeate. The overall heat-transfer rate across the membrane Q consists of the latent heat associated with evaporation, Q MD , and heat loss through conduction, Q HL . Based on the resistance-in-series model [43] , the overall heat-transfer coefficient, K, for a hollow fiber module can be expressed by the heat-transfer coefficients for the feed and permeate h f and h p , and the equivalent heat transfer coefficient for the membrane h m , which is defined as
in our previous study [33] . Based on the temperature field (bulk temperatures T f & T p and membrane wall temperatures T fm and T pm ) obtained from CFD simulations, the respective local resistances 1/h and temperature-polarization coefficient (TPC) can be obtained.
Energy is a major concern in MD, and the energy consumption can be assessed via three thermally related metrics such as the thermal efficiency (η h ), temperature-polarization coefficient (TPC) and hydraulic energy consumption (HEC). The η h represents the fraction of the evaporation heat with respect to the total heat flux [33] , and is mainly determined by the MD coefficient C and operating temperatures. The C is an intrinsic mass-transfer coefficient of the membrane, which is commonly assumed to be a constant with fixed membrane properties and reasonable ranges of operating conditions [44] . The C value for the reference membrane used in this study was calculated from a series of single-fiber module tests as 2.0×10 -7 kg·m -2 ·s -1 ·Pa -1 [16] . Based on Eqs. (11) and (12), the TPC characterizes the actual driving force of the system [3] ; while the HEC is a new definition in this present study to describe the hydraulic pressure loss per kg distillate generated when waste heat is available. It is used to assess the advantages of applying different strategies to enhance the mass flux and mitigate the TP effect in terms of the pumping electricity cost.
Experimental
This section describes measurements and experiments used to validate the CFD simulation model.
Materials
In the present study, a hydrophobic polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) membrane was characterized experimentally. The properties of the PVDF hollow fiber membrane and testing fluids were presented in our previous work [33] .
DCMD experiment
To confirm the validity of the heat-transfer model for varied operating conditions and The experimental data for these modules was obtained via a DCMD setup, which was described in previous work [16] . Briefly, both the feed and permeate solutions were cycled through a hollow fiber module in a countercurrent mode. On the shell side, the feed solution (synthetic seawater: 3.5 wt% sodium chloride (NaCl) with conductivity around 60 ms cm 
Results and discussion
CFD heat-transfer model verification
The heat-transfer model for the original MD module without promoters presented in Section 2.1 has been verified in our previous study [42] . To further verify its applicability for altered configurations and varied flow velocities, an original and two modified 0.25 m modules (with annular quad spacers inserted) have been tested in the present study. The comparison between the CFD simulation results and experimental data of mass flux and pressure drop is shown in Table 4 , in which both the inlet temperatures (T fi and T pi ) of selected systems (varied feed flow velocities and module configurations) and pressure drop (∆P f ) along the module on the feed sides of modified modules are listed. It can be seen that the simulation results agree very well with the experimental data. The relative errors are within ±5% for both temperature and pressure drop results, which further verify the applicability of this currently-used heat-transfer model for various experimental settings.
Shift of dominant resistance in MD heat transfer
For scale up and industrial implementation, a qualitative evaluation of the overall/local heattransfer resistances in a specific MD system is essential in prioritizing the key design parameters that would most affect the process performance. Fig. 2 (b) ] the heat transfer coefficient of the liquid-boundary layer on the feed-side, h f , plays an important role in determining the overall resistance. Fig. 3 shows the simulated distributions of heat transfer coefficients h f and h p along the module length, respectively, for the original and modified modules with different turbulence promoters.
In Fig. 3 (a) the h f distribution curves for all configurations show a decreasing trend along the module length, except the slight changes at the entrances and exits. This is due to the build-up of thermal boundary layers along the flow direction. For the original module, the highest value appears at the entrance of the feed side and then decreases along the flow direction until it reaches a plateau when the flow is fully developed. In contrast, the modified modules generally show a convex decreasing trend along the module length, i.e., starting with a relatively small value at the entrance region before hitting the first barrier (attached/floating spacer or baffle), rising to a higher value when the flow crosses this barrier and starting a slight decrease after reaching the second one. TP and enhanced permeation flux will be presented in a later section.
In Fig. 3(b) , the distribution curves of the heat-transfer coefficients on the permeate side h p shows a similar trend to the h f of the original module, i.e., the highest values appear at the entrances of the permeate side (L=0.25) and then decrease along the flow directions until a plateau reached. However, the difference between the original and modified modules is negligible, due to similar hydrodynamics. This observation is consistent with the explanation for Fig. 2(b) , which shows that the heat transfer on the permeate side is not a controlling step.
Temperature-polarization mitigation and flow-field visualization
Since the introduction of certain turbulence promoters made a significant improvement in heat transfer coefficient h f , it is anticipated that the TP effect would be reduced due to the enhanced heat transfer. To explore the ability of TP prevention of various turbulence promoters in the same MD system (Fig. 2 (b) ), Fig.4 shows the simulated TPC distribution curves along the module length L for both original and ten different modified single fiber modules (i.e., listed in Table 1 ).
It can be seen from Fig. 4 that the original module presents a downward U shape profile with the maximum value at the entrance and the lowest at the midpoint of the module then a slow increase towards the exit. This is because the transmembrane temperature difference (T fm − T pm ) first decreases and then increases due to the opposite thermal boundary-layer build-ups on the feed and the permeate sides: the T fm continues to decrease along its flow direction (x) and T pm first increases and then decreases along the x direction. On the other hand, the TPC terms of TP mitigation; while its h f curve was even slightly lower as shown in Fig. 3(a) . This is probably because the over-frequent arrangement has instead caused more liquid stagnant zones that compromise the module performance. However, a further decrease in the number of spacers (Lx=30 mm) resulted in insufficient disturbance and mixing, and there may be an optimum spacing.
Moreover, for modules with quad spacers of the same interval Lx=10 mm, the longer spacers (e.g., ∆y=2 mm) are less vulnerable to the TP phenomenon than shorter ones (e.g., ∆y=1 mm); while wider spacers (e.g., ∆x=0.5 mm) are more vulnerable than narrower ones (e.g., ∆x=0.2 mm). This indicates that the shorter and wider spacers are less likely to promote secondary flows in the flow channels. It has negligible contributions to disturb the flow or enhance the heat transfer when the spacers have small dimensions (∆y≤2 mm) on the shell side.
Interestingly, a design with attached round spacers (r=0.5 mm) shows negligible improvement in terms of TP alleviation, due to its small diameter and the particular cross-sectional shape that possibly causes stagnation of the passing liquid. Therefore, it gives almost the same average TPC result as the original module. Nevertheless, it still shows an upward U shape, which evidently implies its potential in creating stronger secondary flows with an increased diameter (e.g., floating round spacer 0.75).
To relate the enhanced module performance with the hydrodynamic improvement by controlled heat-transfer system, the more intense secondary flows and radial mixing will result in reduced thermal boundary layers, alleviated TP effect and hence enhanced heat transfer. show that the magnitude of thermal efficiency is not sensitive to the introduction of turbulence aids; this is because the permeability of the membrane (C value) is a determinant factor for the fraction of effective heat in an MD system.
Enhancement of permeation flux
Effect of turbulence promoters on thermal efficiency
Effect of turbulence promoters at High operating temperatures
Based on the discussions of the prior selected MD system [ Fig. 2 (b) In Fig. 8 (a) , when C is small (i.e., 2.0×10 -7 kg m -2 s -1 Pa -1 ) the heat-transfer coefficient h f of the modified module with regularly-distanced baffles on the feed side shows a 5.8-fold improvement over the original configuration, closely followed by the module with floating round spacers; while the one with attached quad spacers (0.2×2×210) has a 2.3-fold increase.
Similarly, when C increases to 8.0×10 -7 kg m -2 s -1 Pa -1 [ (Fig. 8 (b) ] the enhancement of the modified modules is as significant as 6-and 3-fold with the same designs of baffles (or floating round spacers) and attached-quad spacers, respectively. In Fig. 9 (a) , the most significant increase of TPC is achieved by the design with floating-round spacers-30% enhancement compared to the original module, closely followed by a design with baffles;
while the same configuration (floating-round spacers) shows a much higher increment of 57%
when C increases to 8.0×10 -7 kg m -2 s -1 Pa -1 [ Fig. 9 (b) ]. This is consistent with the results of mass fluxes N m shown in Fig. 10 -the percentages of flux enhancement by modified modules with floating-round spacers are 42% and 74% for the membranes with small and large C values, respectively.
These simulation results for an MD system operated at high operating temperatures shows an absolute control of heat transferred through the liquid boundary layers, regardless of the membrane permeability. Therefore, the module design plays an essential role in achieving a higher water production and better performance. Nevertheless, with a more highly permeable membrane, the heat transfer resistance in the liquid boundary layer is more dominant and hence the enhancement of hydrodynamics with the aid of turbulence promoters would be more effective. Thus, it is important to identify the dominant factors when designing novel module configurations for an MD system. Based on the above discussions, two three-dimensional charts are given in Fig. 11 to present the relationships between the MD coefficient C and operating temperatures T vs. TPC and thermal efficiency. In Fig. 11 (a) the TPC is shown decreasing as C and the operating temperatures increase; while in Fig. 11 (b) the thermal efficiency increases dramatically with increasing C and operating temperatures. Obviously, to predict the module performance and assess the process efficiency, considerations should be taken for selecting process parameters based on the membrane properties and available heat sources. For example, a potentially selected MD system (as shown in Fig. 11 ), which has a medium MD coefficient C=3 − 6 kg m -2 s -1 Pa -1 and relatively mild operating feed temperature of 340 K, can achieved an overall TPC of 0.55 and thermal efficiency up to 70%.
Effect of feed flow velocity in original module without promoters
As a conventional strategy to improve hydrodynamic conditions, an increase of flow velocity to reach turbulence is found to be effective. However, similar to other approaches, its effectiveness may differ from system to system. In general, the MD system with a smaller C (2.0×10 -7 kg m -2 s -1 Pa -1 , upper curves) has a higher TPC but is less sensitive to the velocity change compared to that with a larger C
, lower curves) as shown in Fig. 12 (a) . In the former system the turbulence condition brings 15% TPC increase while the latter 25%. This is because the controlling heat-transfer resistance shifts from the membrane itself to the liquid-boundary layers on the feed-side with an increased C value under the same operating conditions. (Fig. 4) . This may be due to the more intense radial mixing and surface renewal effect induced by the turbulence promoters than merely increasing the flow velocity. Thus, the membrane wall temperatures tend to be closer to that of the bulk fluids in a properly modified module.
Similar to the N m curves shown in Fig. 6 , the mass flux distributions in Fig. 12 (b) for the same systems under laminar condition initially decrease and then slightly increase towards the exit of the feed flow; while under turbulent conditions, it shows an increasing trend due to better local mixing and surface renewal effect that led to an increase of driving force at a higher flow velocity. However, the system with a larger C (upper curves) has a more dramatic flux increment 47% compared to that with a smaller one (lower curves), which achieves 30% enhancement with the same velocity increase. Yet, it was 32% and 53% for a modified module with baffles for respective C values (Fig. 6) . Hence, given the more dominant role that liquid boundary layers play in the heat-transfer system, the appropriate selection of turbulence promoters could bring more significant enhancement in improving the module performance. However, for a more comprehensive evaluation of the different enhancement strategies, the hydraulic energy consumption (HEC) is another metric that will be compared.
Analysis of Hydraulic energy consumption (HEC)
As discussed in the previous sections, an appropriate selection and arrangement of turbulence aids (e.g., floating spacers, baffles, high velocity, etc.) would greatly reduce the heat-transfer resistance and enhance the module performance, when the heat transferred through the liquid boundary layer is dominant. Nevertheless, with available waste heat sources, the hydraulic loss caused by the insertion of turbulence promoters or increase of circulating velocity becomes a major concern of energy consumption in MD. 
Conclusions
In this study a series of CFD simulations were conducted to investigate the effectiveness of nine different turbulence aids in single fiber DCMD modules using a two dimensional heattransfer model. Three scenarios were studied -MD systems with highly permeable membranes (large MD coefficient C), high operating temperatures and varying flow velocity.
It was found that the enhancement of overall heat-transfer coefficients, Tables   Table 1. Specification of various turbulence promoters 
